Year 4 Practical Activities w/c 29th June 2020
Have a look at the following activities. Why not try some of them out? You could send a photograph
of your work to your teacher at year4@brampton.newham.sch.uk.
English and PSHE
Look carefully at the picture below. Answer the following questions:







Who are the people? What is their relationship?
Why are they here? What are they doing? Why?
How are they feeling?
Why do people stargaze?
Why do you think Pascal Campion called this image ‘Special’?
What is special to you?

Write about a special moment you’ve shared with someone. Create some artwork to illustrate this
moment – try to capture why it was special.
Credit: https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/the-collections/the-pshe-collection/

Credit: Pascal Campion

Mathematics
Make a Magic Circle - a never-ending, one-sided shape. Credit: https://nrich.maths.org/
You will need :





A sheet of paper - A4 or A3
Coloured pencils
A pair of scissors
Sellotape or Scotch tape

What to do :
1. Cut a long, thin strip from the full length of your sheet of paper.
2. Write the letters A,B,C and D as shown in the diagram.

3. Draw a line right down the centre of the strip of paper, starting mid-way between A and B and
ending mid-way between C and D. Or you can colour each side of the strip in a different colour.
4. Twist the strip and tape the two ends together so that "A" touches "D" and "B" touches "C." Your
strip should now look like this:

5. If you look at the line that you drew what do you notice? If you coloured the strip, do the same
colours match up,? Do you end up back where you started?
6. The really interesting thing about this strip, are all the things that you can now do with it. For
instance, cut your strip down the middle, as though you are cutting two, thinner strips. But do
you get two?
7. How many edges does the new band have? How many sides does it have? How many twists are
there in the ring? What have you discovered?
The name of this strip is a Mobius Strip or Band after the mathematician, Alfred Mobius.

PE
Can you complete the challenges below? You will need a ball, a table and a waste paper bin and/or
box.
Credit: stew123 tes.com

D&T/Art/Science
Try making the project of a tin foil tree frog on the next page. What habitat can tree frogs be found
in? What dangers do their habitat face? What can we do to help?
You could do one of the following to highlight the problems and what we can do to help:





Write a poem or song
Make a poster
Write a letter to the Prime Minister Boris Johnson
Create a story book

Science
Is it possible to make a boat powered by soap? You could use a piece of card to make the boat and if
you don’t have a toothpick, you could use the end of a fork or something else to put washing up
liquid onto your model boat.

